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QUESTION 1

There has been a re-organization requiring all the employees of Department A to be moved to Department 

A. Which option will enable this activity to be addressed in a single request? 

B. Run the Refresh Manager Hierarchy process. 

C. Run the Synchronize Person Records process. 

D. Run the Mass Update process. 

E. Run the Send Pending LDAP Requests process. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which three options are true about the Global Person model? (Choose three.) 

A. Person records are global, independent of legal employers, and created only once for any person. If the person
leaves the enterprise, the person\\'s work relationships are terminated. 

B. Person records continue to exist even when the person has no current work relationships in the enterprise and no
current contact relationships with other workers. 

C. Person records cease to exist when a person is terminated from an organization. 

D. Person records hold information that is personal, such as name, date of birth, and disability information, or that may
apply to more than one work relationship, such as national ID. 

E. Person records are auto-archived two years after a person is terminated from an organization. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 3

As an HR manager in your organization, you want to categorize the hiring process as part-time hiring and 

full-time hiring. 

What is the correct action to take in order to meet this requirement? 

A. Create two new actions and associate them with the existing action type, Hire an Employee. 

B. Create two new actions: hire part-time employee and hire full-time employee. 

C. Create two new actions and new action reasons and associate them with each other. 

D. Create two new action types: hire part-time employee and hire full-time employee. 
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E. Create two new action types and associate them with the existing action, Hire. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

As the HR Administrator you have decided to configure position synchronization. However, when you enter 

a position on a worker\\'s assignment, all other fields that you have, synchronize default into the 

assignment, except for the Grade. 

What are two reasons for the Grade not defaulting? (Choose two.) 

A. The position has no grades assigned to it. 

B. The PER_ENFORCE_VALID_GRADES profile option is set to N. 

C. The PER_DEFAULT_GRADE_JOB_POSITION profile option is set to N. 

D. The position has more than one valid grade assigned. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 5

Which employment model options are available for newly provisioned HCM Cloud environments? 

A. 2-tier single assignment, 2-tier single contract single assignment, 2-tier multiple contracts multiple assignment, 2-tier
multiple assignment 

B. 2-tier multiple assignment, 2-tier single assignment 

C. 2-tier single assignment, 2-tier multiple assignment, 2-tier multiple contracts multiple assignment 

D. 2-tier single assignment, 2-tier single contract single assignment, 2-tier multiple assignment, 2- tier multiple contracts
single assignment 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference https://www.oracle.com/webfolder/technetwork/tutorials/tutorial/cloud/r12/wn/r12- global-hrwn.htm 
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